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The problem of solving iteratively a large and possibly sparse system of interval 
linear inequalities a < Ax </I is considered. An algorithm of the row-action type is 
proposed which, in each iterative step, effectively takes account of a pair of 
inequalities describing a single interval inequality. The algorithm realizes in an 
automatic manner a relaxation principle proposed by Gofftn but also allows further 
external relaxation parameters. i; 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem of solving iteratively a large and possibly 
sparse system of interval linear inequalities 
CI, < (a’, x> d Bi, i = 1 , 2 ,..., m, (1) 
where ai E R” (the Euclidean n-dimensional space) are given for all i, 
c( = (f.q) E IT, and fl = (pi) E R” are given too. Assuming that the system is 
feasible, an x E R” which solves (1) is required. 
Geometrically, the system represents m nonempty hyperslabs in IR”, each 
of which is the nonempty intersection of a pair of half spaces. If one is will- 
ing to ignore the slabs structure of the problem it could be addressed as a 
system of 2m linear inequalities and solved by any of several available 
methods, for example, the relaxation method of Agmon [ 1 ] and Motzkin 
and Schoenberg [15]. The method proposed here, however, takes advan- 
tage of the interval structure of the problem by handling in every iterative 
step a pair of inequalities. This method, presented in Section 2 as 
Algorithm 1, is a row-action method in the sense of [2] and is, therefore, 
recommended for handling large and sparse systems. In addition, the 
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method realizes a certain relaxation principle, suggested by Gofiin in [9], 
in an automatic manner. External relaxation parameters are available on 
top of the built-in relaxation principle. 
This note is not an experimental report. It is motivated by a previously 
proposed method by Herman [ 111, discussed in Section 4, to implement 
Goffin’s relaxation principle in the practical field of image reconstruction 
from projections. Other recent developments in the area of relaxation 
methods are reported in [S, 6, 10, 143. To prove convergence the linear 
problem (1) has first to be represented as a nonlinear problem. This is done 
in a simple way and once the “mental” barrier of transforming a linear 
problem to a nonlinear one is passed the proof follows 
method of cyclic subgradient projections of [4]. 
2. THE METHOD 
For every hyperslab of the system (1) denote by 
and by 
H, 4 (XER” I (a’, x) =/Ii} 
g; 4 (XE R” I (a’, x) =a,}, 
its bounding hyperplanes. The median hyperplune will be 
H, 4 (XEW ( a’, x> = tc% + 8,) f, 
and the half-width wi of the hyperslab is 
P,-4 
wi=2lla’li. 
by applying the 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
The signed distance of a point u E IR” from the ith median H, is given by 
d(u, Hi) = 
(a’, 24) - 4(q+ pi) 
IId ’ 
and we will denote 
di = d(xk, Hi). (7) 
A sequence { ik}FCO of indices is called almost cyclic on M = { 1, 2,..., m} if 
i, E M for every k > 0 and there exists an integer C such that for all k > 0, 
ML {ik+l, ik+2,..., ik+C}. (8) 
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A cyclic control 
i, = k(mod m) + 1 (9) 
is almost cyclic with C= m. 
The Automatic Relaxation Method (abbreviated ARM) proposed here is 
as follows. 
Algorithm I (ARM) 
Initialization: x0 E IF!” is arbitrary. 
Typical Step: 
xk, if ldil < wi, 
Xk+i = xk-& df-wf a’ [ 1 (10) 2 4 ~ llalll’ otherwise. 
Control: i = i, and ji, )F==, is almost cyclic. 
Relaxation Parameters: {~k}~zO are real numbers confined, for all 
k30, to 
&,6~,,<2-&2, E,) &I > 0. (11) 
Before proving convergence of the algorithm we discuss its structure. As 
can be seen from (10) this algorithm is a row-action method in the sense of 
[2, Definition 3.11. By this we mean that only the original data a’, cq, p,, 
i = 1, 2,..., m, to which no changes are made, is used throughout iterations. 
No matrix operations are involved and in a single iterative step access is 
required to only one row of the system (1). Also, the method works with 
slabs rather than with the individual bounding hyperplanes. In addition, 
only xk, the immediate predecessor of xk + ‘, is needed at a single iterative 
step. These features, together with its obvious simplicity, advocate the 
application of this algorithm, as well as other row-action methods (see [2] 
for a review), to very large and sparse systems. 
To explain the automatic relaxation built into the algorithm assume for 
a moment that I., = 2 for some k 3 0. Rewrite the active part (second line) 
of (lo), with i= i,, as 
Xk+l w2 ’ =xk-d;a,+Ia 
II4 di lla’ll 
(12) 
and consider sequentially the two additive changes made to xk. The point 
2’ obtained from xk by 
a’ 
Pk=xk-dim (13) 
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is the orthogonal projection of xk 
Correcting 3k to obtain xk+ ’ 
onto the median hyperplane H,. 
according to the rest of (12) represents a 
move along the line through xk and .-Zk back toward xk. The extent of this 
move depends on the distance of xk from H, relative to the half-width wik of 
the present hyperslab. If xk is “far” from the slab the “move back” correc- 
tion is small whereas for an xk near the slab the total outcome of (12) will 
lie closer to the nearest hyperplane R, or Hi. At any rate, the move back 
never results in xk + ’ outside the ik th slab. 
Goftin, in his study of the relaxation method for solving systems of 
inequalities, [9, p. 1151, reached a conclusion that a good strategy will 
start with a relaxation parameter close to 1 and when the sequence 
approaches the feasible set, the relaxation parameter should be gradually 
increased to or above 2. 
As can be seen from the explanation given above, Algorithm 1 realizes 
such a philosophy. The relaxation parameters & appearing in (10) may be 
used to further control the actual implementation, say, by consistently 
underrelaxing the whole process. It would seem advisable, however, to take 
care not to ruin, through their choice, the basic idea of automatic 
relaxation action of the algorithm. Another algorithm which was suggested 
earlier to enforce a similar strategy is described in Section 4. 
3. PROOF OF CONVERGENCE 
The convergence proof of Algorithm 1 is based on a simple idea of first 
describing the problem (1) as a convex feasibility problem and then apply- 
ing to it a certain algorithm for solving convex inequalities. 
THEOREM 1. Any sequence { xk } PC O produced by Algorithm 1 converges 
to a solution of the interval linear inequalities problem (1) provided that 
problem (1) is feasible. 
Proof. For every i = 1, 2,..., m construct the function fi: R" + If2 by 
fi(X) 4 ((a’,x>-Bi)((a’,x>-a,) 
= (a’, x>~- (a, + P,)(a’, x) + aifiz. (14) 
It is clear that 
(15) 
as long as cli < pi. 
Also, from the definition of convexity it follows that, regardless of the 
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values of LZ’, cli and fl,, f,(x) is always a convex function on IX”. The gradient 
of fj(x) is 
Vfj(X) = [2(a’, x) - (a;+ pi)] d. (16) 
Thus, the problem (1) is identical with the convex feasibility problem: 
Find an x E R” such that fj(x) d 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, 
where h(x) are given by (14). (17) 
Several iterative algorithms are available for solving convex feasibility 
problems, see, e.g., [S]. However, in order to obtain our method which 
performs automatically a particular relaxation strategy we employ the 
method of cyclic subgradient projections (CSP), described in [4]. 
The CSP method solves iteratively a convex feasibility problem in the 
following manner. 
Algorithm 2 (CSP) 
Initialization: x0 E KY’ is arbitrary. 
Typical Step: 
Xk, if .fJx”) < 0, 
p+1- - 
otherwise, 
(18) 
where tk E afik(xk) is a subgradient off, at the point xk. 
Control: The functions f, are taken up in any almost cyclic manner. 
Relaxation Parameters: To insure convergence, the relaxation 
parameters { Ak}rco must be confined to 
for all k 3 0. 
Applying the CSP method to (17) we obtain for the active iterative step 
xk+Lxk-,k[( U’,Xk)2-(CljfBi)(Ui,Xk)+aiSi] .j 
[2(a’, x”) - (ai+Bj)] llail12 ’ 
(20) 
which is the same as (10). The conditions of [4, Theorem l] hold and 
therefore the desired convergence follows. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
In many fields of applications the modeling of the physical or 
mathematical problem leads to a system of linear equations 
(a’, x) = bj, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. (21) 
Such a system might be underdetermined due to lack of information or self- 
contradictory (inconsistent). Measurements inaccuracies, noise corruption 
of data and discretization error in model might all contribute to the con- 
ception that it could be advantageous not to aim at an exact algebraic 
solution of (21) (which might not exist) but rather prescribe tolerances 
sj > 0 and replace (21) by a system of interval linear inequalities like ( 1) 
with 
Bz = b, + e, and cq=b,-6,. (22) 
This approach was taken by Herman [ 1 l] for a problem of image 
reconstruction from projections. A difficulty arising with such an approach 
is the question of how to assign the tolerances si. This and other aspects of 
the approach are discussed in [ 111. Additional information may be found 
in [2, 3, 7, 121. 
The following algorithm for the problem (1) was developed in [ 111. 
Algorithm 3 (ART3 = Algebraic Reconstruction Technique 3) 
Initialization: x0 E iw” is arbitrary. 
Typical Step: 
Xkfl =Xk-S zk II4 ’ 
where 
and 
0, if Jdil 6 wi, 
Sk = 2(dj - tiw,), if wi< ldil < 2w,, 
di, if 2w,< Id,i, 
ti = sign di 
(23) 
(24) 
is the sign of di, i.e. + 1 or -1. 
Control: Cyclic, i.e., i = i, = k(mod m) + 1. 
Relaxation Parameters: none. 
By placing an enveloping hyperslab with half width 2wi around each 
median hyperplane, this algorithm forces the iterates to behave similarly to 
the Goffin strategy cited above in Section 3. Only that this behaviour is not 
enforced in a gradual manner but rather in a single-step-wise form. 
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ART3 was implemented successfully for some problems of medical image 
reconstruction, see [I I ] for further details and references. 
It is interesting to note that the problem (1) with (22) was considered 
earlier in the completely different context of finding training algorithms in 
the theory of learning machines (XC, e.g., [ 163) and an algorithm very 
similar to Algorithm 3 was proposed [ 13, Sect. 51. 
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